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HL-LHC: Two Big Problems
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Tracking in 200 PU High-granularity calorimetry in 200PU

Graph NN on FPGA

�16

Reconstructing the trajectories of charged particles passing the detector is really like 
“connecting the dots”

This sketch: 1 track This real collision: thousands of tracks!

Graph NNs seem a natural solution for this task
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Reconstructing the trajectories of charged particles passing the detector is really like 
“connecting the dots”

This sketch: 1 track This real collision: thousands of tracks!

Graph NNs seem a natural solution for this task

1000s of tracks at once

unlabelled hits groups hits

1000s of clusters
 at once

and they overlap :-)
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A Path Forward with Hep.TrkX

๏Aim of project was to discover NN track finders

• Very promising solution in graph neural networks

• Particular flavor: graph convolutional edge classifiers

 3 https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.06111

Graph NN on FPGA

�17

Model: binary classification on the edges of the graph todistinguish true hit pairs 
based on HEP.TrkX GNN v1 architecture [arXiv:1810.06111]

Edge network uses the node features to compute edge weights

Node network aggregates forward and backward node 
features with the edge weights and updates node features

With each iteration, the model propagates information through the graph, strengthens 
important connections, and weakens useless ones.

Slide from Steve Farrell

Figure 2. Left: An example of computing an edge feature, eij , from a point pair, xi and xj . In this example, h⇥() is instantiated using
a fully connected layer, and the learnable parameters are its associated weights and bias. Right: Visualize the EdgeConv operation. The
output of EdgeConv is calculated by aggregating the edge features associated with all the edges emanating from each connected vertex.

2. Related Work
Hand-Crafted Features Various tasks in geometric data
processing and analysis — including segmentation, clas-
sification, and matching — require some notion of local
similarity between shapes. Traditionally, this similarity is
established by constructing feature descriptors that capture
local geometric structure. Countless papers in computer vi-
sion and graphics propose local feature descriptors for point
clouds suitable for different problems and data structures. A
comprehensive overview of hand-designed point features is
out of the scope of this paper, but we refer the reader to
[51, 15, 4] for comprehensive discussion.

Broadly speaking, one can distinguish between extrin-
sic and intrinsic descriptors. Extrinsic descriptors usually
are derived from the coordinates of the shape in 3D space
and includes classical methods like shape context [3], spin
images [17], integral features [27], distance-based descrip-
tors [24], point feature histograms [39, 38], and normal his-
tograms [50], to name a few. Intrinsic descriptors treat the
3D shape as a manifold whose metric structure is discretized
as a mesh or graph; quantities expressed in terms of the met-
ric are by definition intrinsic and invariant to isometric de-
formation. Representatives of this class include spectral de-
scriptors such as global point signatures [37], the heat and
wave kernel signatures [48, 2], and variants [8]. Most re-
cently, several approaches wrap machine learning schemes
around standard descriptors [15, 42].

Learned Features. In computer vision, approaches rely-
ing on ‘hand-crafted’ features have reached a plateau in per-
formance on challenging image analysis problems like im-
age recognition. A breakthrough came with the use of con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) [22, 21], leading to an
overwhelming trend to abandon hand-crafted features in fa-
vor of models that learn task-specific features from data.

A basic CNN architecture is the deep neural network,
which interleaves convolutional and pooling layers to ag-
gregate local information in images. This success of deep
learning for images suggests the value of adapting related

insight to geometric data like point clouds. Unlike images,
however, geometric data usually are not on an underlying
grid, requiring new definitions for building blocks like con-
volution and pooling.

Existing 3D deep learning methods can be split into
two classes. View-based and volumetric representations
exemplify techniques that try to “place” geometric data
onto a grid and apply existing deep learning algorithms
to the adapted structure. Other methods replace the stan-
dard building blocks of deep neural architectures with spe-
cial operations suitable for unstructured geometric data
[29, 6, 31, 34, 36]. We provide details about the closest
techniques to ours below.

View-based Methods View-based techniques represent a
3D object as a collection of 2D views, to which standard
CNNs used in image analysis can be applied. Typically,
a CNN is applied to each view and then the resulting fea-
tures are aggregated by a view pooling procedure [47].
View-based approaches are also good match for applica-
tions where the input comes from a 3D sensor and repre-
sented as a range image [53], in which case a single view
can be used.

Volumetric Methods Voxelization is a straightforward
way to convert unstructured geometric data to a regular
3D grid over which standard CNN operations can be ap-
plied [30, 54]. These volumetric representations are often
wasteful, since voxelization produces a sparsely-occupied
3D grid. Time and space complexity considerations limit
the resolution of the volumetric grids, yielding quantization
artifacts. Recent space partition methods like k-d trees [20]
or octrees [49] remedy some resolution issues but still rely
on subdivision of a bounding volume rather than local ge-
ometric structure. Finally, [35] studied a combination of
view-based and volumetric approaches for 3D shape classi-
fication.
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Graph for one event
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• About 160k edges, 92% are 
fake (in gray)

• 8 gaps result from 8 
sections in φ

• Can GNN find the 13k true 
edges out of the 147k fake 
ones?

After all previous selections

First Performance and Promise

๏Many selections applied to yield training set

• Important: sectorization and no missing hits

• These are “easy” tracks but this also early days for the these kinds of network in HEP

๏Applying GNN, assembling tracks -> 97% efficient relative to preselection

• Track-segment selection GNN executes significantly faster than Kalman filter
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Xiangyang Ju CTD/IT 2019, Valencia Spain  3 Apr, 2019

A summary
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GNN edge classifier achieves over 95% efficiency across the pT range
with a purity greater than 95%

one-event N-particles ratio w.r.t Total ratio w.r.t 
Reconstructable relative ratio

Total 11170 100% 100%

Reconstructable 9635 86% 100% 86%

Barrel 7492 67% 78% 78%

No-missing hits 6600 59% 69% 88%

Edge selection 3114 28% 32% 47%

Split graph 2668 24% 28% 86%

GNN 2590 23% 27% 97%

X. Ju @ CTD 2019

https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/contributions/3274328/attachments/1822711/2981966/xju_gnn_tracking_ctd2019_v4.pdf
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Xiangyang Ju CTD/IT 2019, Valencia Spain  3 Apr, 2019

Introduction
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In the CTD2018, Steve Farrell showed exciting performance of 
GNN on predicting edge scores. [link]Constructing the graph

• Select hits in neighborhood of 
true track 

• Label the seeds 

• Target is the true binary labels 
for every hit

21

Hit classification Segment classification

• Connect hits on adjacent layers 
using crude geometric 
constraints 

• delta(phi) < pi/4 

• delta(z) < 300mm

QCD data with pileup µ=10, pt>1GeV, 
barrel only, and duplicate hits removed

QCD data with μ = 10 
[link]

Hit classification model results

• Model settings 

• 7 graph iterations 

• 26k parameters 

• It works really well! 

• Good purity and 
efficiency

22

Test set metrics 
Accuracy:   0.9942 
Purity:     0.9918 
Efficiency: 0.9793

Great separation
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Test set metrics 
Accuracy:   0.9942 
Purity:     0.9918 
Efficiency: 0.9793

Great separation
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From Tracks to Clusters

๏Imagine a calorimeter cluster as a clump of 
edges

• In terms of abstract of relationships between hits 
this is the same object as a track
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“same thing”

true
false false edges not shown (too many)Hep.TrkX / Exa.TrkX
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Pion Classification in HGCal
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true negatives
true positives
false positives
false negatives

Pion shower identified in a sea of noise 

In depth example for more complex scenarios in a few slides…

S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Finally: Towards Actual Clustering

๏Finding correct edges in a static graph is a well characterized learning problem

• And you can use simple algorithms to keep your data processing quick!

๏Clustering is better characterized as “finding the correct graph” rather than 
finding the correct subgraph

• It’s possible to learn the the latent space which best clusters the data

• But! Right now, the number of clusters / categories needs to be known beforehand
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.07987
https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.07829
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Edge Classification in Practice
๏Given edges between HGCal hits assign class

• classes are: [noise, HAD, EM, MIP]

• noise is defined as (no sim matched energy | sim-matched but different clusters)
- We may want a fifth class of “can’t decide” edges

• Particle classes are defined via sim truth, EM is electrons, photons, pi0s, MIPs are 
muons, hadrons are everything else

๏Network is a fixed-graph edge-convolutional network, classifying output edges

• 64 dim latent space, 6 graph iterations, log softmax output
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input feats. -> 3 layer MLP -> ELU

[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim[latent feats., input feats] -> EdgeConv -> 2 Layer MLP back to latent dim

[each conv. step][edges] -> 3 Layer MLP to N-classes -> log(SoftMax)

ELU activation in hidden layers

MLP = multi-layer perceptron

S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Confusion Matrix after 100 Epochs

๏Large amount of noise edges in training and validation data

• More false edges than correct edges, given no noising cleaning (next will try 
pointnet to clean up) 

• Last time -> After 39 epochs only ~65% in each category

• ~10% confusion EM to Hadron, and MIP -> Hadron + EM

• Large fraction of noise edges in all categories still
- Best guess so far is that this is coming from mixed clusters or completely overlapping EM 

clusters, etc.
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[[9.9308336e-01 9.3118154e-02 1.7514184e-01 3.0126752e-02]
 [3.4312138e-03 8.3171761e-01 7.4755028e-02 1.0359010e-01]
 [3.4758809e-03 7.3548414e-02 7.4969733e-01 4.6642639e-02]

  [9.0124477e-06 1.6159752e-03 4.0577480e-04 8.1964052e-01]]

Noise Hadrons EM MIP
as Noise

as Hadrons
as EM
as MIP

Efficiencies: [0.99308336        0.8317176         0.7496973        0.8196405 ]

Efficiencies any cat: [              0.9068819         0.8244523        0.9698732 ]
S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Example pi + photon Tau : Prediction

 10 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Example pi + photon Tau : Truth

 11 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Hadron Projection : Prediction

 12 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Hadron Projection : Truth

 13 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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EM Projection : Prediction

 14 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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EM Projection : Truth

 15 S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Energy Collection Efficiency

๏Checking with statistics

• Energy collection is very 
good

• Some over-collection of 
noise

• Most of hits connected 
together are truth hits

๏This should allow for high 
quality reconstruction

• We’re now focusing on 
getting this into CMSSW
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E_sumhits_pred / E_sumhits_true

500 Events in validation sample

all E reco / all E true

all hits reco  && true / all hits true

S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Energy Categorization
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Categorized as EM

E_sum_pred / E_sum_true

Categorized as Hadron

E_sum_pred / E_sum_true

This includes low energy pions and photons, easy to misclassify.
It is important only that these plots are reasonably strongly peaked.

S. An / LG / T. Klijnsma / K. Pedro
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Recent Developments: Particle Flow

๏Particle flow is yet 
another clustering problem

• Cluster tracks, calorimeter 
energy deposits, other 
detector information into 
things that behave 
conceptually like gem-
particles

๏First explorations here are 
using edge classifiers

• Other architectures to be 
considered

 18 J. Duarte / J. Pata

Work in progress: ~80% edge efficiency first try
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Performance comparison in terms of ROC curves on (a) the top tagging bench-

mark dataset and (b) the quark-gluon tagging benchmark dataset.

4.2 Quark-gluon tagging

Another important jet tagging task is quark-gluon tagging, i.e., discriminating jets initiated

by quarks and by gluons. The quark-gluon tagging dataset from [55] is used to evaluate

the performance of the ParticleNet architecture on this task. The signal (quark) and

background (gluon) jets are generated with Pythia8 using the Z(! ⌫⌫) + (u, d, s) and

Z(! ⌫⌫) + g processes, respectively. No detector simulation is performed. The final state

non-neutrino particles are clustered into jets using the anti-kT algorithm [72] with R = 0.4.

Only jets with transverse momentum pT 2 [500, 550] and rapidity |y| < 2 are considered.

This dataset consists of 2 million jets in total, half signal and half background. We follow

the recommended splitting of 1.6M/200k/200k for training, validation and testing in the

development of the ParticleNet model on this dataset.

One important di↵erence of the quark-gluon tagging dataset is that it includes not

only the four momentum, but also the type of each particle (i.e., electron, photon, pion,

etc.). Such particle identification (PID) information can be quite helpful for jet tagging.

Therefore, we include this information in the ParticleNet model and compare it with the

baseline version using only the kinematic information. The PID information is included in

an experimentally realistic way by using only five particle types (electron, muon, charged

hadron, neutral hadron and photon), as well as the electric charge, as inputs. These 6

additional variables, together with the 7 kinematic variables, form the input feature vector

of each particle for models with PID information, as shown in Table 1.

Table 2 compares the performance of the ParticleNet model with a number of alter-

native models introduced in Section 4.1. Model variants with and without PID inputs

are also compared. Note that for the ResNeXt-50 model, only the version without PID

inputs is presented, as it is based on jet images which cannot incorporate PID information

– 10 –

Not Just for Reconstruction: Jet Tagging!

๏Uses a dynamic-graph convolutional network to 
associate discriminating sets of particles in a jet

• Output is a multiclassifier, softmax probabilities of 
jet being certain variety

• Improved performance compared to jet images and 
other standard convolutional networks

 19
Top-Tagging Quark/Gluon Discrimnation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.08570.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.08570.pdf
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Outlook

๏Graph networks are powerful tools

• Highly flexible with respect to input data

• Feature engineering is abstract and part of training
- i.e. dimensionality of latent space for encoding

• Generally inputs are basic quantities
- four momenta, coordinates, times, energies

• Much more ‘natural’ way of dealing with data in ML

๏Implementations in tracking and clustering are all very 
recent

• It will be some time before these are adopted as actual 
reconstruction algorithms

• The path forward is compelling and there are multiple proofs 
of concept in a variety of domains
- The tau result in 0 PU we went through in detail already 

surpasses human written algorithms
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